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but just who are the american people? are we easily split  
into red and blue ideological camps? can our identities be 
distilled into the pollster-generated categories of soccer moms, 
Latte Liberals, NPr republicans, america First democrats, 
and the Facebook generation? can we be neatly polarized 
along the lines of “takers” versus “makers”? can the population  
be accounted for in solely statistical terms: the 99 and the  
1 percent? or the 47 percent of americans who don’t pay  
federal income taxes and the 53 percent who do?
 against the backdrop of this year’s presidential elec-
tion, this exhibition seeks to explore issues related to ameri-
can identity politics and question the role that demographics 
play in our political process. elections are won and lost on the 
battlefield of the pollster; success depends on how the candi-
dates (as well as the special interests that fund them) strategi-
cally court swing voters, ethnic groups, socio-economic voting 
blocs, and other perceived constituencies.
 Using the famous first words of the U.S. Constitution as 
a starting point, this exhibition brings together a deliberately 
eclectic range of figurative paintings and sculptures. This visu-
ally cacophonous ensemble is intended to form a conjectural
portrait of the american populace. while this national pano-
rama is inevitably an incomplete depiction of contemporary 
america, the wide range of periods, styles, and subjects cho-
sen for the exhibition is intended to counter the inadequate
demographic portrait of the current electorate. by foreground-

we the PeoPLe PubLic Programs

over the course of the exhibition, the rauschenberg  
Foundation will host several public programs, panel discus-
sions, and lectures that engage with and elaborate on  
the show’s themes. Precise details will be available on the 
foundation’s website: www.rauschenbergfoundation.org.
 
we the People on tv
an evening with Norman Lear
monday, october 8
5:00 – 7:00 pm
 
understanding usa
a conversation with richard saul wurman
Friday, october 19
10:00 – 11:30 am
 
american voices
an evening of poetry
hosted by jeff gordinier, New York Times
tuesday, october 23
5:00 – 7:00 pm

robert rauscheNberg Project sPace
455 west 19th street New york, Ny 10011

open tuesday – saturday 11:00 am – 6:00 pm

212-228-5283
rauschenbergfoundation.com

Free admission
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ing images of people replete with individualism, ambiguity, 
sociological nuance, and diversity, We the People attempts to 
circumvent the clichés and oversimplified trends that inform
the presidential campaigns. Featuring some sixty works, this 
diverse ensemble of people questions the reductive nature of 
the demographic gaming behind the american political system.
 We the People also pays homage to the long and varied 
history of politically engaged art in america, beginning here 
with examples of the social realism movement of the 1930s 
(exemplified by works by Ben Shahn and Margaret Bourke-
white) and continuing with various contemporary examples of 
politically motivated artists. the exhibition also includes artists 
whose work is not typically labeled “political art,” but which, in 
this context, takes on a distinct socio-political meaning.

We the People is curated by alison gingeras  
and jonathan horowitz.

Politicians and american television networks collect and utilize 
demographic information in a similar way. mainstream media 
and national candidates use their demographic assessments 
of the american populace as a means to tailor their messages, 
woo certain groups, and project idealized representations or 
subjects. in both spheres, viewers and voters are imaginary 
populations. but even as a demographically engineered con-
struction, these viewer-voters have power if tv ratings and 
votes are now equal in american identity politics.
 the media component of We the People examines this 
parallel between television audiences and electoral constitu-
encies by exploring the fantasy of watching tv as a form of 
citizenship. titled We the People TV, this video channel uses 
the paradigm of the mainstream broadcast television schedule 
to create an original week of programming. each day begins 
with religious programs, then a magazine-style talk show, and 
continues to follow the conventions of the old-school broadcast
television schedule. Since the flow of TV is always interrupted 
by commercials and other interstitial material, We the People 
TV includes some iconic examples of these interruptions, and 
adds into the mix landmark works from video art’s long history 
of questioning the relationship between media and democracy.
 In mixing popular television shows with film and video 
made by artists, We the People TV offers an impossible, em-
blematic, and somewhat utopian daily broadcast of our media 
citizenship. works of activist art that address the contradictions

Campaign ads for the 2012 presidential election appear throughout the programming. Additional political interruptions from television history include Bill Clinton on The Arsenio Hall Show, New Gingrich interviewed by Ali G,
rare news footage from the civil rights era, Joseph McCarthy on Edward R. Murrow’s See It Now, Captain Kirk kissing Lieutenant Uhura, Calista Flockhart kissing Lucy Liu, and Sarah Silverman’s The Great Schlep.

robert rauschenberg formed his foundation in 1990 to pro-
mote awareness of the causes and support the organizations 
close to his heart. the robert rauschenberg Foundation 
seeks to further the artist’s philanthropic and educational initia-
tives, and aims to preserve and advance global understanding 
of the legacy of his life and artwork. the foundation’s vision, 
mission, and strategy are coordinated to promote the artist’s 
values and to ensure that all endeavors express the essence 
of rauschenberg’s philosophy: “art can change the world.”
 given the resonance with rauschenberg’s own artistic 
and philanthropic legacy, it is fitting that We the People will 
inaugurate the foundation’s project space. as rauschenberg 
said in his testimony before congress in 1987, “democracy  
is not the product of law; democracy is the need of people to 
be free in dreams and reality. controversy is part of creation,  
and changes are essential to current survival nationally,  
and therefore internationally. the doors of control should be 
broad-minded and wise with experience, compassion, and  
understanding. this, without a doubt, must be the history  
of the future.” exploring how one characterizes the american 
fabric is relevant to understanding the voice and representa-
tion of the people—this political philosophy is as much a part  
of rauschenberg’s legacy as his work as a visual artist.

of media are embedded in a television flow composed of pro-
grams, corporate public relations advertisements, campaign 
commercials, civil rights Public service announcements, his-
torical news broadcasts, and other exemplary material from
television history. with this eclectic amalgamation of demo-
graphic imagery, We the People TV proposes that the history 
of american television is more than pop culture ephemera— 
it is also a portrait of the complexities and contradictions of 
American identity. Viewers who sample this five-day video pro-
gram will find their attention turning to the relationship between 
representation on television and representation in the political 
sphere, and tuning into the political frequencies of american 
media culture.

We the People TV is curated by alison gingeras,  
jonathan horowitz, and anna mccarthy.

Campaign ads for the 2012 presidential election appear throughout the programming. Additional political interruptions from television history include Bill Clinton on The Arsenio Hall Show, New Gingrich interviewed by Ali G,
rare news footage from the civil rights era, Joseph McCarthy on Edward R. Murrow’s See It Now, Captain Kirk kissing Lieutenant Uhura, Calista Flockhart kissing Lucy Liu, and Sarah Silverman’s The Great Schlep.
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